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Due to the printing factors, the color of the products is 
subject to minor deviation from the physical objects.  

 

No further notice while sizes and dimensions update�
Quotations are based on practical dimensions.
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*Cooling fins around motor have good thermal performance.

*DC motor brake : with two-side single disk brake, electro-

  magnetic brake actuates synchronously in the event of power 

  failure to ensure the operation safety while loading.

*Total enclosed constuction, withstands harsh conditions like 

  those found in chemical, and electroplating environments.

*Standard IP54 enclosure, motor winding with class F insulation 

  and thermal protection. 

*Asbestos-free brake to meet international request.

Motor and Brake

*A slipping clutch prevents damage from overloading, 

  and ensures the life-span of hoist.

Overload Protection

*High performance fuse circuit breakers is fastened in a rotatable 
  bracket for easy maintenance & inspection.
*The clutch torsion can be adjusted through a torque tool by a 
  qualified technician. Easy to access & calibrate.

Magnetic Contactor & Clutch Adjustment

Over-Heat Protection
*With built-in heat detector, when motor's inside working 
  temperature reaches 140(±5)
*Celsius degree, the protection mechanism will trigger, and not 
  allow lifting the load. Instead, it permits coming down to release 
  the load.

Phase error relay
*Phase protection, in case of any phase missing or incorrect, the 
  hoist will not be in active, ensuring the safety and durability to all 
  omponents.

*Upper and lower gear limit switches are 

  fitted to switch off the power 

  simultaneously in the case of over lifting 

  or lowering position.

Limit Switch

*Fabricated of aluminum die-casting, 

  durable and light weight. 

*Matt-black powder coating finish for 

  low visibility. 

Robust Housing

Load Chain
*Grade 80 hardened and galvanized alloy steel chain, endures 

  harsh conditions such as rain, saltwater and chemicals with 

  minimal wear.

Hook
*Hot forged from high tensile steel.

*360 degree rotation.

  Pendant Station
*High protection grade IP65, fully water-proof,

  insulated, and impact resistant.

  

*Available with 2 or 4 buttons, plus standard 

  emergency stop.

*Optional radio control available.
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